EXPERIENCE THE EXTRAORDINARY WITH BEVERLY WILSHIRE
A LIVING LEGEND

An icon since opening in 1928, Beverly Wilshire has been the preferred address for Hollywood and the global elite for decades. It's unparalleled location, service, and legacy have made the property a true landmark destination in Los Angeles. With the glamour of Rodeo Drive under foot, or the California cool of the beach just a short drive away, this sprawling city is a haven for the best in art, shopping, nature, and dining - and Beverly Wilshire is in the center of it all. Whether visiting with your group of 20 or 200, we look forward to sharing LA's dynamic and vibrant community with you.
TOP OF THE TOWN

An urban hotel with Rodeo Drive resort grounds
RODEO DRIVE

Be the talk of the town with a glamorous welcome reception just across the street from Beverly Wilshire at the famous Two Rodeo. Brimming with European charm, the cobblestone streets surrounded by some of the world’s most iconic luxury fashion houses are the perfect setting for a private outdoor party, from an intimate al fresco dinner to lavish cocktail parties.

Send your group personalized welcome gifts from luxury retailers like Jimmy Choo, Versace, or Lanvin. Shop on the legendary Rodeo Drive with a personal celebrity stylist, or close your favorite fashion house like Chanel for a VIP fashion show turned champagne and caviar brunch on the rooftop.

Or, have breakfast at Tiffany’s without ever having to leave the zip code.
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TO THE SHORES

Quintessential California beach days from surfing to sailing, to Ferris wheels and wine safaris
BEACH

Give your group the ultimate beach day at a private club on the edge of the Pacific, or plan a sailing regatta to start the day. Learn to surf, paddle board, or practice your perfect serve with an Olympic volleyball player.

For an unforgettable night, ride your bikes along the boardwalk on your way to an oceanside lobster bake where the Beach Boys serenade you with a private concert.
A buzzing, eclectic ensemble of the Arts, the city of angels is home to many of the most celebrated museums and performing arts centers in the world.
CULTURE

Just five minutes from Beverly Wilshire, the Wallis Annenberg Center for the Performing Arts is a vibrant cultural destination. Book tickets for your group, or buy out the entire space for an evening gala featuring a play, musical, or dance performance. Put on your own show for up to 500 people and hire your favorite performer for a personalized concert, play, or comedy show.

Sit on top of the world at the Getty Center, the acclaimed museum by world-renowned architect Richard Meier is known for its modern design, intricate gardens, and priceless art collections including masterpieces from Paul Gauguin and Vincent van Gogh. Enjoy VIP tours that include exclusive access to private galleries or host an elegant gala in the magnificent Grand Hall or under the stars in the picture perfect courtyard.

Explore the ancient architecture and gardens of a Roman villa at the Getty Villa followed by a gourmet picnic in the courtyard with Pacific Ocean views from Malibu’s mountainside.
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GET LOCAL

Explore the best of California’s farm-to-table movement with local markets, vineyards, and tasting rooms.
GET LOCAL

Spend the morning with our Executive Chef at one of the many local farmers markets and hand pick fresh produce with your group that you will later use for a private cooking class turned dinner party.

Tour the Malibu coastline from your private yacht, and take life one sip at a time with a wine safari to the many prismatic vineyards and tasting rooms tucked away into the oceanside mountains.
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LANDMARK VENUES

Host an unforgettable affair in famous Hollywood landmark
LANDMARK VENUES

From chic pool parties with lounge side Spa treatments, to an epicurean journey from a celebrity chef and master sommelier, to a glamorous fete in a historic Beverly Hills estate, Greystone Mansion offers 18.3 acres and 55 rooms of unique event space.

Take a painting class from a famous artist followed by martini lawn bowling at Marilyn Monroe’s former modern masterpiece high above the city. Uncover the grand mystique of Harry Houdini’s secluded Laurel Canyone Estate, just 10 minutes away from Beverly Wilshire. Sip on local craft beer while exploring the property’s hiking trails complete with caves, hidden tunnels, terrace gardens, and the water tank where Houdini reportedly practiced his under water escapes before your magician arrives for an interactive show.
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RED CARPET

Get ready for your close-up with a buy out of our Five-Star Spa and Nail Bar for customized treatments before heading to hair and makeup at celebrity salon, Lea Journo. Make your debut on the red carpet for a private behind-the-scenes studio backlot tour and step onto the industry’s busiest sets and actual sound stages where blockbuster movies and TV shows are filmed.

Let movie magic sweep you away with an event nearby at Universal Studios, or party like a rock star inside the legendary gates of Paramount Pictures. Take over the streets of a New York set for an elegant, multi-course dinner from a celebrity chef while the Los Angeles Philharmonic performs an evening concert.
DISTINCTLY BEVERLY WILSHIRE

The ideal setting for functions of any kind, from boardrooms to ballrooms, and gatherings to galas.
ON-SITE EVENT SPACE

Host your awards show in our Grand Ballroom for ceremonies up to 800 guests followed by a winners brunch the next morning in our pristine-ly refurbished Royal Suite with a pop-up gourmet coffee shop on the Royal Suite Terrace, the expansive outdoor space with uninterrupted views of the Hollywood Hills.

Step into the kitchen alongside Wolfgang Puck for a cooking tutorial before your intimate dinner party inside Michelin-Star CUT’s private dining room, Petit CUT, or buy out the warm and sophisticated celebrity hideaway, CUT Lounge, and create a craft cocktail for your company under the guidance of an expert mixologist.

Enjoy the view from the top on our famous Rodeo Terrace for a bottomless Bloody Mary brunch overlooking world-famous Rodeo Drive - all without leaving the Hotel.
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Beverly Wilshire
Beverly Hills
A Four Seasons Hotel